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INSTRUMENT LAST PRICE  1 DAY 1 MONTH 1 YEAR

USD/INR  71.99 0.31% 4.3% 11%

EUR/INR  83.70 0.71% 5.1% 9%
GBP/INR  93.11 1.24% 4.3% 10%

JPY/INR  65.11 0.81% 5.1% 10%

EUR/USD  1.1619 -0.03% 0.2% -3%

GBP/USD  1.2923 -0.05% -0.1% -1%

USD/JPY  110.56 -0.17% -0.7% 2%

USD/CNH  6.8443 -0.01% 0.3% 5%

10 YR YIELD- IN  8.06 0.01 0.29 1.55

10 YR YIELD- USA  2.87 0.00 (0.10) 0.83

GOLD ($/Oz)  1,202 0.2% -1% -11%

SILVER ($/Oz)  14.16 0.1% -8% -22%
BRENT CRUDE ($/Brl)  76.48 0.0% 2% 40%

COPPER 3M ($/Ton) 5928 1.0% -3% -14%

NIFTY 11537 0.52% 1.29% 16%
HANGSENG 26923 -0.19% -4.70% -2%

S&P 500 2878 -0.37% 0.69% 17%

INR 1M  FWD  0.27 (0.01) 0.02 0.03

INR 2M  FWD  0.57 0.00 0.07 0.10

INR 3M  FWD  0.80 0.01 0.05 0.13

INR 6M  FWD  1.55 0.02 0.05 0.21
INR 12M  FWD  3.11 0.01 0.11 0.37

1 DAY  MTD  QTD  CTD

FII INVESMENT- EQ ($ Mn) (44) 386 316 (305)
FII INVESMENT- DEBT ($ Mn) (156) (498) (39) (6,148)

TOTAL- ($ Mn) (200) (112) 278 (6,453)
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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

FX VIEW

One more new life time high in Dollar Rupee, this time at 72.10 on spot. It's been a brutal week for the Rupee. One
can blame EM currency turmoil or higher oil prices for Rupee's woes but this week Rupee remains one of the
weakest in the basket. Domestic concerns in the form of concerns over outflows triggered by the new SEBI direc-
tive on NRI investments or even the suggestion to SEBI, from a high powered committee, to tighten regulations for
funds flowing from non FATF compliant countries like Mauritius are also adding to the beta on the Rupee. RBI
has been quite aggressively defending the Rupee, like it may have done yesterday as well but there is a limit to
which that intervention can stop the bleed. On one hand, though equity markets have shown resilience but on the
other hand, bond prices have continued their decline, with 10 year yields well above 8 handle. Former is being
driven by local money, who has shown little fear from weak Rupee but latter being propped up by foreign flows,
which has been steadily moving out. Such a divergence between equity, bonds and currency is not healthy but
can persist nevertheless.

In global markets, US stocks had mixed session. Tech heavy Nasdaq fell nearly a percent but outside out tech
space, sell-off was limited and that ensured that Dow closes in the green. European, Asian and EM stocks have
underperformed the US stocks for some months now. In EM space, India remains an exception, as we have fol-
lowed the US stocks higher. The divergence is understandable as analysis of the equity ETF flows clearly indicate
that global funds are favouring US stocks over EM. At some point, the valuation discount of EMs, thanks to
weaker currencies and lower stock prices, would become compelling relative to the rich valuations in US stocks.
Once that occurs, we can expect a reversal of these flows and that could also be the end of the Dollar apprecia-
tion. However, as of now, the divergence is persisting, and as long as it does, momentum will favour USD over EM
currencies.

In global news, US administration has not yet announced any fresh tariffs on China but the threat looms. The U.S.
Treasury publishes its next semi-annual report on foreign currency practices in October. China was last on the
"monitoring list" of countries with questionable foreign exchange policies. Along with China, US President has
trained his guns on Japan as well. This has caused JPY to appreciate. Over the medium term JPYINR still appears
quite attractive tactical bet. We have been bullish on the pair for the last 9 months. Our target was around 65.00
levels on spot, which has been achieved, as the pair has rallied from 56.00 to 65.00 during this year. We are
going to raise our medium term target on JPYINR from 65.00 to 70.00, on the back of EM turmoil, stealth tapering
by Bank of Japan and flames of trade war which is now all set to engulf Japan as well.

TECHNICAL VIEW:

Technically, USDINR remains within a primary uptrend. Unless prices are closing below 69.00, any sharp correc-
tion, 1-1.5%, is an opportunity to enter fresh longs on USD and short on INR. However, over the near term, a
corrective dip cannot be ruled out. For the day, we would remain buyers closer to 71.60 levels on spot, with
stops on a daily closing basis below 71.50. Upside targets are round numbers, viz., 72.00 and 72.50 on spot.
Nevertheless, in case of a close below 71.00, downside targets will be 70.70 and 70.40 in the corrective trend.
EuroUSD and GBPUSD will take cues from the US jobs data to be released tonight. Expectation are of nearly 190k
of job growth for August and 0.2% rise in wages and drop in unemployment rate to 3.8% from 3.9%.
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